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QUESTION 1

When comparing two differently grained facts directly against one another, the developer must: 

A. either write a union query or two reports that roll both facts up to a common level 

B. either roll up the lower grained fact to the higher level or allocate the higher grained fact to thelower level 

C. declare determinants at multiple levels in the dimensions of a DMR Framework Managermodel 

D. ensure that all conformed dimensions shared by the facts have the same number of levels 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company records when customers check into a service center. If there are too many customerswaiting for the number
of service representatives on hand, a manager wishes to be notified by ane-mail that contains a report showing the
current condition. 

Which of the following Cognos 8Components would BEST address their needs? 

A. Office Connection and Report Studio 

B. Data Manager, Event Management, and Office Connection 

C. Office Connection and Query Studio 

D. Event Management and Report Studio 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

All of the following describe design intent of an operational database EXCEPT: 

A. record the day to day operations of the company 

B. maximize the speed of inserts and updates to the database 

C. enhance reporting through foreign keys and indexes 

D. facilitate performing specific functional tasks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which statement is true about the BI Bus? 

A. It is the name of the report process that is spawned and viewed in Windows Task Managerwhen a report execution
request is processed. 

B. It monitors all http traffic flowing through the gateways and dispatchers. 

C. It is a set of protocols that govern communications amongCognos BIservices. 

D. It uses a JDBC driver to connect to Content Stores in Sybase, SQLServer, Oracle and DB2. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following describes Key Performance Indicators (KPI)? 

A. Specific metrics, usually derived, by which a company measures its progress and success. 

B. Strategic goals, typically specified by executives, which describe the direction and objectives ofthe organization. 

C. Industry standards by which organizations measure themselves against others in their marketspace. 

D. Core, atomic level data items that provide input into higher level derived items which thenappear on scorecards. 

Correct Answer: A 
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